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ABSTRACT 

Kilometer wavelength radiation. measured from distant positions over the north pole 

and over the earth's equator, was compared to the area of discrete aurora imaged by several 

low-altitude spacecraft. Through correlative studies of auroral kilometric radiation (AKRI with 

about two thousand auroral images, a stereoscopic view of the average auroral acceleration 

region was obtained. A major result of this study is that the total AKR power increases as the 

area of the discrete auroral oval increases. The implications of this result are that the regions 

of parallel potentials or the auroral plasma cavities, in which AKR is generated, must possess 

the following attributes: (11 they are shallow in altitude and their raw position depends on 

wavelength, (2) they thread flux tubes of small cross section, (3) the generation mechanism in 

them reaches a saturation limit rapidly, and (4) their distribution over the discrete auroral oval 

is nearly uniform. The above statistical results are true for large samples collected over a long 

period of time (about sfx months). ~ In the short term, AKR frequently exhibits temporal 

variations with scales as short as three minutes (the resolution of the averaged data used). 

These fluctuations are explainable by rapid quenchings as well as fast starts of the electron 

cyclotron maser mechanism. There were times when AKR was present at substantial power 

levels while optical emissions were below instrument thresholds. A recent theoretical result 

may account for this set of observations by predicting that suprathermal electrons, of energies 

as low as  several hundred eV. can generate second harmonic AKR Our indirect observations 

of second harmonic AKR require that these electrons have mirror points high above the 

atmosphere so as to minimize auroral light emissions. The results of this study provide 

evidence supporting the electron cyclotron maser mechanism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Magnetfied planets and intermittent sources near magnetizeL stars all have a common 

property in that they give off powerful electromagnetic emissions in the radio frequency range. 

It is believed that all these emissions owe their generation to the same production mechanism 

(see the review by Dulk [19851). For the earth in particular, extensive observations have been 

accumulated since the discovery of radio emissions by Benediktov et al. [19651. The terrestrial 

radio emissions with wavelengths close to one kilometer have been associated with nightside 

aurora and are called auroral kilometrlc radiation (see the reviews by Gurnett I19831 and 

Benson [ 19851). 

Auroral kilometric radiation (AKFlI is a radio emission in the frequency range 50 to 700 

kHz. This radiation is the most intense auroral plasma emission with a spectrum that peaks 

near the 250 kHz frequencies. Within the auroral oval the magnetic local hour sector with the 

strongest radio source is the one at 2200 MLT. Global observations of AKR show rapid 

temporal variations characterized by intense impulsive bursts which are usually associated 

with discrete aurora (Gurnett. 1974). Other high latitude phenomena indirectly related to AKR 

are: auroral electrojets (Voots et al., 1977); field-aligned currents (Green et al., 1982): and 

electron inverted P s  (Green et al.. 1979). 

Several mechanisms have been proposed for the generation of AKR and most of them 

involve the electron cyclotron maser instability first reported by Wu and Lee (1979). A search 

for sources of energy that could produce A K R  was conducted by Dusenbery and Lyons (1982) 

and they found two distributions of electrons suitable for that purpose. The first was 
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accelerated precipitating electrons with energies between 1 to 10 keV, and the second was 

electrostatistically trapped upgoing electrons with deep loss cones. Winglee ( 1985a.b) has 

shown that the electron cyclotron maser instability can generate AKR in the X. 0. or Z mode 

and that the dominant radiation is in the mode with the largest growth rate when the maser 

instability saturates. The dominant mode depends not only on the ratio of the ambient plasma 

frequency o to the electron gyrofrequency R but on the form of the electron distribution Pe e 

function as well. Remote observations of AKR helped establish the location of the source region 

(at 1.5 to 3 altitude and - 70' magnetic latitude above the nightside auroral zone as reported 

in the works of [Gurnett, 1974: Kaiser and Alexander, 1977: Kaiser et al., 1978: Gurnett and 

Green, 1978; Gurnett et al.. 1983; Gurnett and Shaw. 19731. The physical conditions in or 

near the A K R  sources have been most dependably detennined by the ISIS 1 satellite [Benson 

and Calved, 1979: James, 19801. This knowledge narrowed down the field of the emission 

processes and gave a good sense of direction to theoretical investigations. 

It is universally accepted today that AKR is m a w  emitted in the first harmonic of the 

right handed X-mode cutoff frequency 

Correlative studies between AKR and other auroral phenomena have established that discrete 

auroral arcs are associated with bursts of AKR which occur during electron inverted-V events 

endowed with energies 5 to 10 keV (refer to the works of Green et al.. 1979; Benson et al.. 
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1980; Green et al.. 1982: Kaiser et al., 1978: Shawhan and Gurnett, 1982). Some experimental 

facts of theoretical importance are: 

(a) The strongest X mode events take place inside regions depleted of background 

electrons (a / a  <c 0.4 for weak events and w /n << 0.2 for the strong events) 
Pe e Pe e 

[Benson and Calvert. 1979: Calvert, 1981a: Benson, 19851. 

(b) The AKR frequency bandwidth is very narrow (6 o / w  0.01) [Gurnett et al.. 19791. 

(c) The distributions of energetic electrms above AKR source regions are nonthennal 

[Mlzera and Fennel, 19771, most likely due to downward electrostatic acceleration 

and upward magnetic mirror forces. 

(d) The distributions of energetic electrons above AKR source regions also have deep 

loss cones due to ionospheric absorption of small pitch angle electrons [Chiu and 

Schulz, 19781. 

In the last ten years one mechanism that makes use of the above facts has emerged as the best 

candidate for explaining the AKR properties. It is a relativistic Doppler-shifted electron 

cyclotron resonance process first proposed by Wu and Lee [ 19791 as mentioned above. 

Many subsequent papers were devoted to the calculation of h e a r  growth rates of AKR 

modes [Lee and Wu, 1980: Lee et al.. 1980: Wu et al.. 1981a. b, 1982: Dusenbery and Lyons, 

1982: Hewitt et al., 1982: Melrose et al., 1982: m i d i  and Gurnett. 1982: Wong et al.. 1982: 
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Freund et al., 1983; Hewitt and Melrose, 1983; Wagner et al.. 1983. 1984; Le Qutau et al., 

1984a. b: Omidt et al., 1986; Prichett. 1984a. b; Strangeway, 1985; Pritchett and Strangeway. 

19851. AU the above authors have used either measured or modeled electron distribution 

functions to predict the maximum growth rates. Furthermore. in all the above works it was 

tacitly assumed that the plasma is homogeneous everywhere in the source region. However, 

ne= the cutoff frequency toward lower altitudes the refraction should depend both on 

transverse gradients of background plasma densities and on parallel gradients of the real 

magnetic fleld. Thus factors that influence the refraction should also influence the 

amplification of the plasma wave emission. Omidi and Gurnett (1984) have used 

inhomogeneous magnetic field and homogeneous plasma in the source region to determtne the 

integrated gain. Le QuCau et al. (1985) have shown that the homogeneous resonance condition 

is only satisfied Over an altitude range less than the wavelength (- 1 km) with propagation 

vector parallel to the magnetic field. In fact they estimated the source size for one frequency to 

be about 20 km in altitude and about 100 km in longitude. Furthermore, Zarka et al. (1986) 

have shown that no X-mode generation can occur if o /a is too large in the source region. 
Pe e 

As with all resonance mechanisms the saturation is thought to be due to the deet of 

the generated mode back upon the population of particles providing the free energy for the 

growth of the waves during the time that the plasma becomes unstable. Zarka et al. (1986) 

have computed the spectral intensity at a distance R from the source as a function of the 

parallel kinetic energy. For a frequency of 250 kHz and a distance of 7 the logarithm of the 
I 

spectral density varies linearly with parallel energy. Two points on the theoretically computed 

-2 -2 
curve are (1 x W-m - Hz-', 10 kev] and (1 x W-m - Hz-'. 20 kev]. They are to be 
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compared to corresponding observations at 250 lrHz AKFt intensities, normallzed to 7 RE, of 

1O-l' and W-m-2 - Hz-' at 1 and 10 keV electrons respectively, in the strongest inverted V 

events [Curnett. 1974: Kaiser and Alexander. 19771. The brightness temperature of an AKR 

2 source is defined as T = I k /2-ki2 where I is the intensity w-m-2 - Hz-'. 1 is the wavelength B v  V 

[m]. k is the Boltanann constant boules/°K]. and ne is the solid angle subtended by the source 

2 3 [rad 1. For anintensityof 10-19W-m-2 -Hz", a wavelength 1.2 x 10 m, and a solid angle of 2.2 x 

2 loJ rad , the brightness temperature corresponds to 1 x 10l8 OK. Similarly for the same 

-2 wavelength and solid angle the intensity of W-m - Hz-' corresponds to a brightness 

temperature of Such brightness temperatures are possible only if nonthermal 

electrons from 10 to 20 keV are present in the source region. These energies are greater by 

factors of 2 to 10 than the ones present in strong inverted V events. One way out of this 

predicament is a laser process where the partial reflection of AKR at steep density gradients on 

the boundaries of the source region causes further amplification of the wave as proposed by 

Calvert (1982). 

OK. 

In this paper we will find applicable the main ideas incorporated in a fully 

inhomogeneous theory of electron cyclotron maser instability of Le Qtau et al. (1985) and of 

Zarka et al. (1986). They are: (a) The spatial limitation of the source region for any one AKR 

frequency is - 20 km in altitude range and - 1 0 0  km in any direction transverse to the 

ambient magnetic field. 0) The quenching of usual saturation mechanisms by inhomogeneity 

such as the vertical magnetic field gradient and the background plasma density in the source 
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region. (c) AKR R-X mode waves are generated directly through the electron cyclotron maser 

instability by the weakly relativistic electrons (1 - 10 kev) usually found Over discrete aurora. 

We will test the hypothesis that the distribution of AKR sources is proportional to the 

area of the discrete aurora and that the brighter AKR sources are associated with brighter 

discrete auroras believed to be produced by more energetic electrons in the range 1 to 10 keV. 

This last hypothesis is made plausible by the limited altitude extent of the AKR source. the 

saturation of the maser instability and the production of AKR by electron energies found Over 

discrete auroras. Furthermore, the pitch angle distributions of electrons Over discrete auroras 

are compatible with AKR production mechanisms. Some reasons why background electrons 

usually have o /f2 < .4 are: the presence of parallel electric fields. the mirror force, and the 
Pe e 

atmosphere. We adopt the observational results that the most frequent mode of AKR emissions 

is in the right-hand X mode (first harmonic) in plasma cavities with o /f2 e 0.4 for the medium 
Pe e 

AKR events or and 0.2 for the strong AKR events already mentioned above. 
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OBSERVATIONS 

k Simultaneous Isis  2 and Hawkeye Observations 

The following data analysis for ISIS-2 was completed by Murphree and Anger 

(19801. Here we repeat their main ideas for completeness. The global distribution of aurora 

has been determined by an auroral scanning device on ISIS-2 satellite. Based upon Auroral 

Scanning Photometer data from ISIS-2, Murphree and Anger found that the instantaneous 

auroral distribution is continuous from the afternoon sector through midnight and into the 

morning. Cogger et al.. (1977) and Buchau et al.. (1970) have shown that the continuity of 

optical emissions in the noon sector depends upon the wavelength sampled. In addition to the 

question of morphology of aurora there is the problem of detennining the actual intensity 

distribution on an instantaneous basis and the interpretation of such measurements at 

different local times in relation to magnetospheric activity. The Auroral Scanning Photometer 

(ASP) on ISIS-2 (see Anger el: al., 1973 for details) is well suited to answer this question as it 

monitors two of the prominent auroral emissions. 5577 and 3914 k This quantitative 

information is especially significant because it allows the ratio 1(5577&/1(3914& to be 

determined. which can then be used to infer characteristic energies of the precipitating 

particles emanating from different regions of the plasmasheet. The auroral distribution Over 

almost the entire northern hemisphere was observed by the ASP within a time period of less 

than 15 mln. Data for this one pass were taken from 0612 to 0627 UT on December 16, 1974. 

The pass occurs at the leading edge of a small broad peak in AE (maximum value 250 nT) and 

thus may represent the early stage of a substorm. The position of the equatorward boundary 

of the aurora at 24 MLT was 66' invariant laiitude. 
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Figure 1 top picture shows the 391d data transformed into a corrected 

geomagnetic latitude and time grid. The coordinate grid is superposed on the image. The 

5577A measurements are similar. The observations have been corrected for pathlength 

absorption (Van Rhijn effect) but not for surface albedo effects. Because of the limitation in the 

dynamic range of the picture, low intensity regions are visible while higher intensity regions 

tend to be smeared out. Discrete aurorae can be recognized as spatially confined intense 

regions of intense light distribution while diffuse aurorae are relatively uniform emissions of 

lower intensity. 

In order to define more quantitatively the limits of optical emission, Murphree and 

Anger (1980) has calculated poleward and equatorward boundaries of emission shown in 

Figure 1, lower left polar plot. These boundaries are derived from Intensity profiles taken one 

hour apart in magnetic local time (MLT) and corrected for surface albedo as well. The 

boundaries are taken at the transition points between the background emissions (airglow plus 

noise) and auroral features. They are calculated by taking separate cumulative averages of the 

poleward and equatorward 5577 and 3914 A intensities while moving toward the auroral oval. 

The boundary is defined to be that latitude at which the intensity exceeds 2.5 times the value 

of the standard deviation in the average background intensity. No boundaries are shown for 

the 11 or 12 MLT due to a gap in the emissions there. Using the above calculated boundary 

positions, Murphree and Anger have obtained the average 5577 and 3914 A intensities for each 

MLT. The results are sown in the bottom right Cartesian panel of Figure 1 along with the peak 

3914 intensity. As expected, there are significant changes of intensity with MLT. From noon 

the intensities gradually increase toward an enhancement region at 14-15 MLT (peak intensity 

of 391d of 2.5 kR) after which the intensity for both wavelengths decreases. A discrete arc is 
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encountered starting at apprcudmately 18 MLT, and the highest average intensities are 

encountered in this system at 22 MLT (5.6 kR for 55774. A gradual decrease in intensity is 

seen toward the morning until the gap at 10 MLT. Aside from the regions of peak intensity 

between 20 and 02 MLT. average intensities are on the order of 1 to 2 kR and represent mainly 

M u s e  auroral emissions. 

Murphree and Auger (1980) further describes the data as  follows. Individual 

intensity measurements for each MLT have been used to determine the average ratio I(5577 

4/1(3914 4. In order to eliminate the problem of biased ratio (see Eather and Mende, 1972) 

an average ratio for each MLT has been calculated by taking the logarithm of each individual 

ratio, averaging, and then taking the anti-logarithm. The result for each MLT is shown at the 

upper Cartesian panel on the lower right hand side of Figure 1. The errors shown represent the 

standard error in the average ratio determined at each MLT. One of the complications of this 

analysis is that for any point along the profile the 5577 and 3 9 1 d  intensities are determined 

with a delay setting them 9.36 seconds apart. Even small variations in intensity over this time 

scale will result in significant variations in the ratio, although the average value should not be 

aEected. Variations in the ratio from point to point along a profile become especially important 

on the dayside where there is more uncertainly in the background emissions and where the 

extent of the auroral distribution is less. This is reflected in the relatively large variations in 

this region (see 09 MLT, for exarflple). The variation in ratio as a function of MLT implies 

considerable variation in the energy of the precipitating particles around the auroral 

distribution. Rees and Luckey (1974) have shown that it is possible to calculate the 

characteristic energy of the precipitating particles by using certain auroral spectroscopic ratios. 

The ratio 1(5577&/1(3914& while not optimum for this type of analysis (Mende and Eather. 
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1975; Eather, 1979) can. nevertheless, be used to infer a characteristic energy. There are at 

least four drawbacks in this technique: 

a) Lack of knowledge on proton precipitation: 

b) Necessity to assume a shape for the primary particle energy spectrum: 

c) Lack of knowledge of primary particle pitch angle distribution: 

d) Variation in the ratio with 391d intensity. 

It is nevertheless useful to estimate characteristic energies from the observed ratios in various 

time sectors. These are obtained by imposing the following conditions: 

a) Only electron precipitation is considered: 

b) The primary spectrum is taken to be Maxwellian in form: 

c) An isotropic pitch angle distribution is assumed: 

d) No variation in ratio with 391d intensity is considered. 
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Using the average ratios calculated for each magnetic local time. Murphree and Anger (1980) 

have calculated the Characteristic energies. The resulting estimates varied from 0.5 - 0.8 keV 

(late aflernoon) to 2.5 - 3.5 keV (morning). 

In addition to causing the aurora (Hoffman et al., 1985). these higher energy electrons 

from premfdntght to morning cause the Auroral Kilometric Radiation (Holzworth et al., 1977; 

Lee et al.. 1980). During this time required to form the global image of the auroral oval with 

the ISIS-2 satellite a second satellite. the Hawkeye. measured the AKR power flux emitted by 

the aurora. (W-m-2-Hz-1) (see Figure 2) 

characteristic of moderate auroral activity. It is most probable that a large amount of AKR 

came from the 2200 MLT hour sector with peak values exceeding 10 kR. 

The power flux varied from (5.5 to 9) x 

B. Simultaneous ISEE- 1 and DMSP Observations 

This section considers in some detail the relationship between aurorae seen in 

relatively close to DMSP satellite images and ISEE-1 AKR observations between 10 and 22 

the equatorial plane (< 35' solar magnetic, SM. latitude). The first part presents two examples 

of closely timed auroral images (< 10 minutes) durhg AKR enhancements. Events like this are - 
vital to demonstrate the actual connection between aurorae and AKR, both of which can vary 

tremendously in a matter of minutes. The second part involves the location of ISEE-1 

measurements at four frequencies and three levels of AKR intensity with simultaneous auroral 

activity. 
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1. Simultaneo us AKR and Auroral Observatio ng 

In this section of the paper we present several examples of DMSP auroral 

images and AKR actMty. Figure 3 (from Gallagher and Gurnett. 1979) illustrates the geometry 

of AKR ray propagation originating in each separate hemisphere. It depicts a time averaged 

situation with AKR sources over the auroral zones in a noon-midnight meridional plane. Green 

et al. :1979) found frequency dependent emission cones illuminating most of the nightside 

magnetosphere and a large portion of the dayside magnetosphere. The plasmaspheric cutoff 

surface produces a shadow zone centered about the equatorlal plane. From the heights where 

sources are believed to occur (- 1 - 3 R,+ AKR generally should not be seen within 12 near 

equatorial solar magnetic latitudes. With the discovery of higher harmonic AKR this idealized 

picture will not represent the real situation at all times. Although the most intense sources 

appear to be located in the 2200 to 2400 MLT sector, sources at other local tfmes have also 

been observed. 

Figure 4 displays part of an ISEE survey plot from 1200 to 2000 UT on 

January 22. 1979 in the upper panel. The bottom panel is a plot of the ISEE orbit beginning at 

0400 UT on January 22, and ending at 2400 UT January 23. 1979. Electric field intensities 

from 0 to 100 dB are stacked from top to bottom for the 300, 178. 100. and 50 kHz channels. 

Average and maximum intensities in 140 second long intervals are indicated by the solid area 

and the line above it. respectively. Vertical lines in the electric field plot indicate DMSP images 

discussed in subsequent figures. ISEE-1 positions corresponding to the Images at 1258 UT. 

near 1430 UT. and near 1800 UT are marked by mows in the orbit plot. The solar magnetic 2 

axis points northward along the magnetic dipole axis, the Y points approximately toward dusk, 
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and represents the distance from the 2 axls projected onto the equatorial plane. The longitude 

range for this orbit is only about 30' which is small enough to allow consideration of this plot 

almost in the dawn-dusk plane. 

Figure 5 top drawing is a sketch of the DMSP image (orbit number 3781) 

taken near 1258 UT on January 22, 1979. Corrected geomagnetic latitude (CGLT) circles at 

60' and 70' are shown along with the 1900 and 2300 corrected geomagnetic local time (CGLT) 

meridians. A discrete arc indicated by solid black area extends along the 70' CGLT from about 

1800 to 2300 CGLT. The large stippled area denotes M u s e  aurora appearing at lower 

latitudes. From 2100 to 2300 GGLT the discrete arc is broken in appearance, like the remnant 

of an auroral bulge formed after substonn onset. In fact, the AE index (bottom of Figure 5) 

peaked at 500 nT about 20 minutes before the image time and decreased to about 300 nT at 

the image time. Just after this image the AJ3 index again increased to 600 nT at 1315 UT. The 

arrow in the orbit plot (bottom of Figure 4) indicates that ISEE was located near 16 at about 

25' SMLAT. The AKR intensities (Figure 4 top) seem to be particularly intense (- 10-13W-m-2 - 

Hz-' at 300 and 178 ItHz) especially in light of the relatively small area of discrete aurora in the 

image. Figure 5 (top) is an example of an isolated DMSP image. a "snapshot" of the aurora, 

which in the past has been the only type of direct comparison between aurorae and AKR 

(Gurnett. 1974: and Saflekos et al., 1983). 

In Figure 6. two DMSP images taken about 10 minutes apart near 1430 U T  

show discrete aurora before midnight about 70' CGLAT and diffuse aurora below 70' CGLAT. 

At this time ISEE was located at approximately 17 and 20' SMLAT. AKR intensities (Figure 
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4) were decreasing from peaks attained near 1300 UT. Considering the AE index alone, which 

fell below 100 nT after 1420 m, one would not expect strong auroral activity, but the DMSP 

images suggest that a slight disturbance occurred sometime after 1425 UT. The discrete 

aurora in image 3782 moved poleward and westward from its position about 10 minutes earlier 

in image 12236, and had a looplike appearance suggesting a small westward traveling surge. 

AKR activity also showed slight but defintte increases during this time period, particularly in 

the 300 and 178 kHz channels (see Figure 4). 

A sltghtly larger auroral intensiflcation appears in Flgure 7. This time three 

DMSP images trace the auroral development from a broad M u s e  band at 1750 UT (upper left) 

to discrete arcs at 1754 UT (upper right) and at 1801 UT (bottom of Figure 7). The AE index 

(Figure 5) started below 50 nT at 1740 UT, increased slowly to 1 0 0  nT at 1800 UT. and then 

grew steadily to over lo00 nT at 2030 UT. ISEE (Figure 4) moved out to 19 and approached 

the equatorial plane to within 8' SMLAT. AKFt intensities rose gradually with the AE index at 

1740 UT, but sharp increases at all frequencies before 1800 UT appear to reflect the enhanced 

auroral activity seen in the images. Again, the AKR burst was largest at the higher frequencies, 

although in this case a strong jump at 1 0 0  kHz was superposed on a weak background. 

2. Stat istical Resultg 

AKR data for this study were taken from survey plots of the electric spectrum 

analyzer aboard the ISEE-1 satellite. The four highest frequencies at 50, 100. 178. and 300 

kHz span a substantial portion of the typical AKR spectrum which speaks at around 250 kHz. 

ISEE travels in an elliptical orbit with perigee and apogee at about 1.4 and 22.3 s, 
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respectively. The data included in this study were taken during January 1979 when the far 

ntghtside part of the orbit lay in the 0400 - 0600 MLT sector. At this time three active DMSP 

satellites provided an unusually large number of auroral images. Favorable lighting conditions 

over the north pole allowed a large portion of these to be of good quality, except at full moon. 

Similar conditions prevail over the southern hemisphere from May to August, but since ISEE 

remains in the northern tail lobe most of the time, any comparfson between AKR and aurora 

would depend implicitly on magnetic conjugacy of the aurora. 

Sheehan et al. (1982). found that a simple rating scheme for DMSP images 

can reliably characterize auroral activity as do K and AE. The criteria for auroral actMty 
P 

(brightness and extent) are roughly analogous to the characterlstics of precipitating electrons 

believed to govern AKR intensity. DMSP radiometers have broad passbands extending from 

long visible through near infrared wavelengths. The response usually has a small dynamic 

range thus all but the weakest auroras appear saturated in an image. Brightness criteria apply 

best when distinguishing between quiet and moderate auroral conditions; auroral extent is the 

best way to discriminate between moderate and active conditions. The general criterion for the 

active category is bright aurora extending 5' or more in latltude over several hours of local 

time. Images at this level often, but not always, resemble the classical substorm expansion 

and break-up phases. 

Figures 8a through 8d are a group of scatter plots of AKR measurements 

from ISEE and observations of auroral images from DSMP during the month of January. 1979. 

Figure 8a is for conditions of active aurora. Each dot represents the location of ISEE at the 

time of an active aurora was imaged. The top row of panels depicts the 300 Miz channel, the 
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bottom row the 178 kHz channel. From left to right the panels represent cases with powers (P7 

normalized to point sources at the center of the earth and observed from 7 away) 

P > 7- 2 P7 2 and P7 2 l0 - l8W - m-2 - Hz-' 

corresponding to intense, intermediate, and weak respectively. This crude correction is 

sufficient given the order of magnitude of intensity steps used here. Spectral fluxes were 

determined from calibration tables and scalings of the survey plots. so that only order of 

magnitude precision is justified in any case. 

ISEE observations are plotted in bins1 % radial distance by 2' S M  latitude. 

All ISEE measurements in Figures 8a through 8d are for SM longitudes between 240' and 270' 

or 0400 - 0600 MLT. Both the 300 and the 178 kHz frequency channels show similar 

behavior. The most intense cases tend to occur at SM latitudes greater than 10'. Intermediate 

AKR intensities are distributed nearly uniformly from 0' to 20' SM latitude and outside 15 % 

(the inward limit of ISEE observations on the SM equatorial plane). Instances of weak AKR 

intensity occur most often within 10' of the S M  equator. Figure 8b shows ISEE positions at 

times when DMSP was imaging moderate auroral activity. Here again both the 300 and 178 

kH channels. show intense power occuring at S M  latitudes greater than 10'. Intermediate 
2 

AKR intensities are distributed nearly unifody from 8 to 20' SM latitude and outside 15 % 

radial distance. Instances of weak AKR intensity occur most often within 10' of the S M  

equator. In Figure 8c active auroral image category and AKR observations in the frequency 
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channels 100 and 50 kHz are plotted in the format of Figure 8a. The shift in the position of the 

points with decreasing AKR intensity is somewhat different than that in Figure 8a. There are 

fewer cases in the more intense category but they too occur most often at high SM latitudes. 

More cases have shifted from intense to intermediate AKR levels, and the latitude distributions 

in the weak AKR category are broader than those seen for weak AKR in Figure 8b. 

The subtotal number of points for each category in Figure 8a through 8d are 

-2 shown in Figure 9 as number of cases for each decade of power from to W - m - 

I3z-l. separated by frequency channel. The middle three AKR power decades represent the 

average power of intermediate AKR intensity. Active auroral conditions are indicated by A's 

and moderate with filled circles. Clearly the number of moderate-aurora images for all 

frequencies in the weak AKR intensity category exceeds the number of active-aurora images. 

The reverse is true of the intermediate and the intense AKR categories. By far the most 

frequent occurrence belongs to the lowest power decade. In the intense AKR category the 

frequency of occurrence decreases with decreasing frequency. 

It is interesting to point out here that of all the observations in the intense 

AKR category, inside the southern hemisphere, there are none corresponding to the 100 and 

300 kHz channels, one to the 178 kHz channel, and h e  to the 50 kHz channel. Counted in 

the above cases were both moderate- and active-aurora images. A signiflcant result is that at 

the highest power level there are more cases during acme aurora than during moderate 

aurora. This argues in favor of an even distribution of AKFt sources in a discrete-aurora area. 
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It also implies that as the auroral area, illuminated by energetic electrons, increases so does 

the total AKR power emitted by the collective distrlbution of AKR sources. 

C. Simultaneous Hawkeye AKR Observations with All-sky Camera Pictures and 

DMSP Images 

In this section we will first compare on a case by case basis the AKR power from 

Hawkeye at distant polar regions with all-sky camera pictures and second the AKR power with 

DSMP discrete aurora images. Finally we will compare statistically the 178 kHz AKR intensity 

from Hawkeye at high polar altitudes with discrete auroral images from DSMP at low altitudes. 

1. -ousHa w w  Observmns with A 1 - m  P i c t u  

In the past cross correlations between AKR global measurements and local 

auroral phenomena showed a considerable amount of scatter rather than clear functional 

relations. To illustrate this point we show in Figure 10 observations of three minute averages 

of AKR power flux from Hawkeye and snapshots of aurora taken one minute apart by an all-sky 

camera belonging to the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL). The logarithm of the 178 

kHz AKR power flux is plotted as solid dots in the panels above the pictures. The AKR 

radiation was normalized to a distance 7 % away from the earth. The dark bands with pictures 

of the aurora represent filmed events as observed from the US. Air Force jet flying in the 

midnight local time sector (courtesy of Charles P. Pike). From 0900 to 0930 UT the AKR power 

-2 'flux remained below about - Hz-'. In the corresponding time interval the overhead 

aurora was practically missing. indicating AKR sources were present at locations different from 

W - m 
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those visible with the all-sky camera (ASCI. E'rom 0930 to 0940 U T  the auroral activity 

increased continuously reaching a level of W - m-2 - Hz-' at about 0937 UT. The ramp 

increase of AKR coincides with the spreading of the luminous area in the all-sky camera field of 

view. In direct contrast to the above, however, in the interval 0945 to 1001 UT the AKR power 

flux anticorrelates with the brightness of the all-sky camera picture in spite of the fact that the 

local aurora is brightest durirq this 16 minute interval in comparison to the entire 2 hour 

monitored period. Thus the nature of the distribution of electrons in energy and pitch angle 

must play a role different than that of high energy precipitating fluxes, presumably responsible 

for bright auroral emissions. Since the area of luminous auroral regions is so dynamic in 

nature due to the temporal variations of local auroral electron distributions it is not surprising 

that global observations of AKR would disagree with the presence of locally observed optical 

15 emissions. k o m  1004 to 1026 UTAKR power flux was bracketed by the levels of to 10- 

-2 W - m - Hz-l. The corresponding all-sky camera pictures showed auroral arcs either directly 

above the camera or near the horizon. Finally. in the last time interval from 1030 to 1100 UT 

the AKR power flux stayed below the W - m-2 - Hz-' and the observed aurora consisted of a 

faint arc near the horizon. These simultaneous high time resolution observations suggest that 

magnetic conjunction observations need to be made inside the source region and its 

concomitant auroral form below in the ionosphere if better correlations are to be found. 

2. m n e o  us  Hawkeve AKR O b s e r v m  and DMSP I maem 

Some examples of the relationship between AKR power and auroral activity 

Three images from the DMSP satellites were will be shown in the next series of figures. 
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selected on the basis of auroral forms and magnetic activity. The images were taken during the 

time interval December 6- 10, 1974. Each of the following figures (Figures 11 to 13) is a north 

hemisphere DMSP image grldded with corrected geomagnetic (CG) latitude circles and 

corrected geomagnetic local time meridians. The DMSP satellite track (not shown) projects 

down to the image central axis. Imaging scans are made transverse to the satellite velocity as 

the satellite moves equatorward in the night sector. The universal time axis indicating the 

evolution of the image construction is shown at the left of the figure. Horizontal bars extending 

to the rlght of the time axis indicate that AKR power flux density of the 178 kHz channel. The 

-2 three minute averaged power was adjusted for observations at 7 

dependence. 

and corrected for r 

The AKR power points are centered at the midpoint of the three minute 

averaging interval. In order to compare the time of the imaging to the substonn phase an inset 

of the AE index versus time was included in Figures 1 1  through 13. A vertical line in the AE 

inset marks the approximate time of the image formation. Figure 11 shows orbit 3816 of the 

DMSP satellite 7529 on December 10, 1974. The image shows faint auroral arcs near the 70' 

and 75' CGM latitudes. Around 2300 CGLAT a westward traveling surge is in process with a 

bulge at around 73' CGLAT. This auroral event was accompanied by weak AKR power flwc 

density W - m-2 Hz-' and low AE (r 250 n3.  Even though the discrete aurora has the 

appearance of intense local arcs with some signs of broader disturbance features near 2300 

CGM local time, the area ffluminated is very small and the activity is classified as quiet. That 

is consistent with the weak AKR observed. Figure 12 Is similar to Figure 11 except for orbit 

6784 of a DMSP satellite. The image was taken around 1500 U T  on December 8. 1974 and 
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shows a more active auroral form in comparison to that of Figure 11. On the equatorward side 

there are wide patches of diffuse aurora especially post-midnight. Poleward of 67' CGLAT there 

are multiple auroral arcs. The illuminated area in this image fs about an order of magnitude 

greater than that of Figure 11. The AKR power emttted during the present event is also about 

an order of magnitude greater than the preceding event. Here we assume that the Muse 

aurora is not associated in any way with the AKR source distribution. The area is considered 

moderate and the power intermediate. Thus we see that the bigger the discrete auroral area is 

the greater the AKR power (though the relationship is not a linear one]. Figure 13 is an image 

taken durlng an intense substonn (AE z 500 nT). On December 9. 1974 the DMSP satellite 

7529 traversed the nighttime auroral oval in the southward direction. During orbit 6795 it 

encountered a broad auroral form covering a zone of about 10 degrees in latitude and more 

than 60 degrees in longitude. It is possible this activity extends beyond the east and west 

-14 limits of the image. The AKR power measured during this image's formation period was 10 W 

-2 1 - m - Hz- . Obviously, the power is about three orders of magnitude greater than that of the 

previous two images. The area is considered active and the power intense. The power cannot 

be accounted for by increase of area arguments alone. Saturation of the cyclotron maser 

instability and dense distribution of the AKR sources has to be invoked. It is not possible to 

discern detailed structure in this image because the DMSP radiometers are easily saturated by 

such intense auroral emissions. The AKR power observed is near the all time high 

m -HZ-). 

W - 

-2 1 
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3. Statistical Result% 

A large sample of DMSP auroral images (1178 total) is compared to AKR 

power flux from the Hawkeye satellite. Hawkeye had an inclination of 89'. apogee of 22 s, and 

orbital period of 52 hours. It was able to monitor AKR for about 46 hours per orbit. 

Measurements taken with the plasma and radio wave instrument on Hawkeye were averaged 

Over three minutes and the point closest in time to the imaging of the centroid of the nightside 

aurora was kept for each image. Each measurement was adjusted for inverse square distance 

variation and was normalized to observations at 7 geocentric distance. The logarithm of the 

AKR power flux density in the 178 ldlz channel is used to correlate with the area of the discrete 

aurora. 

The images were classified in six categories of auroral activity mainly on the 

basis of luminous area due to discrete aurora. The six levels of activity were characterized 

from low to high as: none observed (N), quiet (9). moderate (three levels: M-, M. M'). and active 

(A). Figure 14 was constructed using only 572 data points of AKR power and auroral activity. 

The power range is from to 1 0 - l ~  w - M - ~  - HZ-~. The DMSP auroral activity comprises six 

discrete levels N to A Column M has the maxlmum number of points (146). To the extreme 

left of M column N has the minimum number of points (28). and to the extreme right of N 

column A has a moderate number of points (1 13). It appears that the categories can easily be 

reduced to three by combining neighbors two at a time without changing any of our 

conclusions. Columns (N+Q) will make up the category Small Area, (M-+M) the Medium Area, 

+ and (M +A) the Large Area: Small, medium, and large for short will refer to the area of the 
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discrete aurora. Before we pass to this coarse analysis we would like to point out that the 

maximum AKR power in each of the (N to A) categories increases as one goes from N to A (see 

Figure 15). In this semilogarithmic plot there is a suggested linear relationship between the 

logarithm of the maximum AKR power and the coarse area of the discrete aurora. 

Zarka et al. (1986) have computed the spectral intensity at 25 and the 

maxmurn electric fleld amplitude in the AKR source region as a function of the parallel met ic  

energy in the AKR source region (see their Figure 6). Our Figure 15 showing the strongest 

events in each coarse level of auroral activity is very similar to Figure 6 of Zarka et al. (1986). 

This similarity may imply that during times of stronger auroral activity there are more 

electrons with greater parallel electron velocities reaching the AKR source region. The 

maximum power flux for 178 kHz AKR that was observed here after normalization to 7 % was 

W - rn-2 - Hz-l. This value probably represents the 1Mt set by the saturation level of the 

electron cyclotron maser instability. Except for the strongest events. during which the 

saturation seems to be reached in the source region, the generation of AKR appears to be a 

quasi-linear process. Calvert (1981b) has proposed a feedback mechanism whereby the 

radiation partially reflects at the boundaries of the source region and leads to larger 

ampliflcation of the generated AKFX power flux density. In a way this trapping and amplitj.ing 

mechanism is laserllke. 

z 

Figure 16 is the distribution of 1178 images and corresponding simultaneous 

AKR power flux points in three different categories of discrete auroral area. The top panel 

corresponds to the small area category. Clearly the highest number of images with small area 
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-2 of discrete aurora were associated with very weak- power (10- l9 to 10- l8 W - m - Hz- '). On 
the other hand there were no cases of small-area discrete auroral images with power in the 

highest decade W - m-2 - Hz-'). The medium-area category is characterized by a 

distribution of power flux which is bimodal. Nearly half or about 500 images appear below 5 x 

to 

1O-l' W - m-2 - Hz'l power flux and half above. The bottom panel considers discrete-aurora 

images with large areas. Clearly the highest number of these images falls in the power range 

to W - m-2 - Hz-'. Here the highest decade of power is populated by a relatively large 

number of images in comparison to the same decade in the middle and top panels. The middle 

panel tends to behave half the time like an AKR source of small-area aurora and half the time 

as an AKR source of large-area aurora. Thus it isn't only the area of discrete aurora that is 

important in the global generation of AKR but the types of electron pitch angle- and energy- 

distributions also matter. Apparently the number of individual sources and the level of 

saturation of the maser instability in each source, on the average, increase as the discrete 

auroral area increases. It is well known that. under very active aurora, fleld-aligned currents 

intensify and inverted-V electron distributions. Thus field-aligned electrons and hardened 

electron spectra provide the source of energy for AKFt power generation. Furthermore. the 

results of this study are consistent with the saturation property of the electron cyclotron maser 

instability. 
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DISCUSSION 

The upper atmosphere constitutes a global fluorescent screen which is bombarded by 

energetic electrons originating in various magnetospheric plasma regions and producing visible 

light emissions b o w n  as aurorae. There are two types of aurorae in each hemisphere: (1) 

M u s e  aurora characterized by its uniform weak glow and extending over large distances in 

zones surrounding the north and south geomagnetic poles, and (21 discrete aurora 

characterized by its intense brightness and spatio-temporal variations. The two types of 

aurorae are produced by different distributions of precipitating charged particles accelerated by 

a variety of mechanisms. 

The discrete-aurora main acceleration region is found at radial distances typically 

between two to four earth radii. Spacecraft like the DE-1 and DE-2 probing this region from 

above and from below have measured ion and electron dismbutions whose characteristics are 

consistent with the presence of parallel electric fields. Parallel potential drops along auroral 

magnetic field lines produce positive gradients on electron distribution functions. f ( U  I I .UL) 

where, U , , and U are the parallel and perpendicular velocities of electrons, respectively [Gorney 

et al., 1985; Dusenbery and Lyons, 1982; Omidi and Gurnett, 1986; Omidi, et al., 19841. 

I 

df > 0, and mirroring electrons with -- df >o. 
dU, 

Electron beams are associated with gradients -- 
dU, I - I ,  

Electron energy losses in the atmosphere produce loss cones in the distribution functions. 

However, deep loss cones can also be produced in the absence of parallel electric fields if the 

charged particles are injected during short periods of time in long flux tubes such as flux 

transfer events which can generate dayside polar cusp aurora. 
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A common link exists among optical emissions, auroral hiss. and A K R  The link is the 

shape of the electron distribution functions. For instance, light emissions may take away 

parallel energy from the electrons thus leaving deep minima at small pitch angles (Wagner et 

al.. 1984). This affects the AKR generation through mechanisms that depend on plasma 

instabilities associated with the gradients -- df >Oand-- df > 0. Such mechanisms may also 
d U I  I dul 

depend on each other. Consider the situations where the distributions with -- df > 0 drives the 
d U I  I 

bump-in-tail instability, and the distribution with df- > 0 drives the electron cyclotron maser 
dU, 

instability. When the above instabilities operate simultaneously. they may cause Musion in 

df and-- df ) by filling with particles 
dU, 

velocity space which tends to smooth out both gradients (-- 
dU, I 

I ,  A 

the velocity space between background (cold) and energetic electrons. If one of the instabilities 

has a faster growth rate, it can reduce both gradients and in the process suppress the other 

instability. Such effects account for temporal variations of AKR 

Auroral hiss. associated with precipitating electrons, is a whistler mode plasma 

In the dayside emission with frequencies from lkHz to the electron plasma frequency, o 
Pe' 

auroral zone. hiss may have components in the electron acoustic mode lTokar and Gary, 1984). 

Pottelette et al. (1987) presented observations where AKR is associated with impulsive 

broadband electrostatic hiss. In these cases the bursts of electrostatic waves are correlated 

with intense keV electron beams which cause AKR. An obvious interpretation of this 

association is that these electrostatic waves were generated by the electron acoustic instability. 

Thus one is naturally led to believe that the strong electrostatic turbulence from intense 
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electron beams may play a role in the AKR production and in discrete auroral processes. 

Pritchett and Winglee (1989) have shown that there should be electrostatic waves driven by 

bump-in-tail instability in association with AKR 

Another scenario involves the extent of AKR source regions along magnetic field line 

being associated with double layers. In that case the A K R  source regions would be small in 

comparison to the latitudinal extent of discrete auroral forms in each auroral oval. In what 

follows, we will summarize the empirical and theoretical indirect evidence supporting the idea 

of localized parallel and/or transverse dimension of AKR source regions. Phenomenologically. 

discrete aurora, hiss, and AKR have magnetically conjugate sources. Whether there is a cause 

and effect relationship between them is not obvious. Nevertheless. such information can be 

considered as indirect evidence supporting the main conclusion of the present study, that AKR 

dependence on area of discrete aurora requires AKR sources to be localized and distributed 

uniformly in size over the average discrete auroral oval area. 

Certain critical space experiments have been performed that provided some evidence 

regarding the small transverse size of AKR source regions. Some of the results need further 

confirmation as there is a sticky point related to the broad spectrum of derived transverse 

dimensions of AKFt source regions. A few examples of observed localized AKR source regions 

are cited below. Calvert (1981b) reported AKR source characteristics as observed by the ISIS-1 

satellite. Among other properties he listed thin sources distributed in altitude as a function of 

frequency, by using a simple refraction model. He concluded that observed AKR waves with 

the same frequency can originate at dif€erent altitudes or equivalently at different Re and can 

arrive at one point by following dlslerent ray paths. This reasoning allows a hollow emission 
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cone to form around an AKR source region. The Viking satellite observed AKR source regions 

at altitudes between 6OOO and 7000 lm. Evidence for density depletions (plasma cavities) was 

found fn the observed plasma structure (deFeraudy et al., 1987). Inside these source regions 

the above authors found the R-X AKR amplitude peaking at the local ne. and possibly slightly 

below it. Furthermore. they found that the Z-mode amplitude inside the source region is much 

smaller that the R-X mode AKR amplitude. That supports our assumption that the 

observations used in this statistical study wre mainly R-X fundamental modes. 

Some observations of AKR involving drift tones were interpreted by Curnett and 

Anderson (1981) as due to shocklike structures moving up or down magnetic field lines with 

equal probability. These findings add to the indirect evidence that AKR source regions are 

locaked in the parallel and the transverse direction as electrostatic shocks are thought to be 

localized in a similar way. Omidi and Gurnett (1982) predicted a hollow emission cone by 

computing growth rates occurring only in discrete intervals of Re. However, they cautioned that 

more study is required before accepting as conclusive this result which corroborates the idea of 

Calvert (1981b) regarding the laser mechanism for AKR production. Baumback et al. (19861, 

using ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 as a wide base interferometer, inferred very small scale A K R  source 

regions with a diameter less than about 10 lun. This again means that the dimensions of AKR 

source regions both parallel and transverse to the magnetic field are limited to scales less than 

10 km. It is important to establish the scale of the source size because it has serious 

implications on the validity of the electron cyclotron maser instability as an AKR generating 

mechanism. For instance, if AKR is simply amplified galactic background radiation as is tacitly 

assumed by Wu and Lee (1979) then for small scale source regions very high growth rates are 

required to explain the observed intensities. The required growth rates may be much greater 
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than those predicted by W u  and Lee (1979). Perhaps the coherent laser mechanisms proposed 

by Calvert (1982) can perform efficiently enough to explain the interferometric observations. 

More recently, Baumbeck and Calvert (1987) have inferred source slzes substantially less than 

the kilometric wavelength, therefore, they interpreted the wave generation to be a radio laser 

rather than an electron cyclotron maser. Our study cannot distinguish between laser and 

maser AKR production mechanisms but it establishes the dependence AKR power on the area 

of discrete aurora which requires localized acceleration regions for its generation. 

In order to follow the theoretical developments of AKR generation based on properties of 

plasma in the AKR source regions, we will include a few examples of theories that assumed or 

predicted small scale sizes of the AKR source regions.. Omidi and Gurnett (1982) have shown 

that for a particular electron distribution function the ratio (04J/ne is s d  to 

3 1/2- - where growth rates are positive. Since @ne the relativistic resonance conditions a-n (1 - ---) 
2c2 e 

k U is satisfied for electrons with kl I U I I > 0. (Here, o is the wave angular frequency n the I 1  I1 

electron gyrofrequency, U the particle velocity, U I I the parallel electron velocity. and k, , the 

parallel component of the propagation wave number.) Experiments have shown that the peak 

of the spectrum has a frequency of 250 kHz corresponding to a wavelength of about 1 km. In 

the above relation. if o is to be close to ne upon generation of the wave, the peak AKR waves 

must be generated at relatively low altitudes in the earth's magnetic field. Furthermore, the 

altitude extent of the source for a particular frequency has to be a thin layer. Combinlng the 

strong dependence of ne on altitude with the resonance condition, one predicts an extended 
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source region with a range from 1.3 to 3.1 geocentric distance or 2000 to 14000 km altitude 

range (corresponding to an AKR frequency span 50-700 Wz.) Clearly the first harmonic of the 

R-X mode follows an inverse relation with altitude. When downgoing. these electromagnetic 

waves are reflected at the right hand cutoff, which effectively blocks their observation at the 

earth's surface. Thus the AKR X-mode is bounded from below approxhnately by Re. At one site 

the fundamental and its higher harmonics are generated in a region of small thickness along a 

field line. Of course the relative intensities of fundamental and second harmonic AKR depend 

on the ration o e/R [Melrose et al., 1982: Winglee, 1985. a. b]. The fundamental X-mode 
P e  

growth domtnates if o JR 5 0.3. while the second harmonic X-mode growth dominates when 
P e  

0.3 o e/R 1. Winglee and Pritchett (1986) have determined by linear growth rate analysis 
P e  

that the maser emissions can be more intense than electrostatic emissions only when (n.&~,,) 5 

0.8 where, 5 is the density of the energetic electron component and I-+, is the density of the 

cold background electron component. Unfortunately, observations show 9% 2 1 in AKR 

source regions. 

New theoretical results relevant to quasilocal AKR source regions were obtained by 

Pritchett and Winglee (1989). They performed two-dimensional electromagnetic particle 

simulations and three-dimensional ray-tracings in order to study generation, propagation and 

refraction of AKR in a dipolar magnetic fleld. In their simulations they found: (1) as opJRe 

increases the efficiency of the maser instability decreases, (2) for a fixed o R in an auroral 
PJ e 

cavity the maser instability develops over a short distance (20-30 lun) along the magnetic field 

line, (3) the AKR produced by the instability has a wave packet structure whose spatial extent 
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along the field is only 4-6 lun. All three of the above results are of localized nature. A simple 

uniform dfstribution of such localized events over discrete auroral areas is compatible with our 

statistical result that global AKR power is dependent upon the area of discrete aurora. From 

their ray-tracing analysis, Pritchett and Winglee (1989) found (1) an amplification of about 

above background level can be achieved in a path length of less than 100 lun. (2) such an 

amplification b completed within a distance of about 20 km along the magnetic field line. 

Again both of the above results have a quasi-local character which is consistent with out 

conclusion. The combination of the maser instability and the ray-tracing results support a 

maser instability mechanism which may operate in localized source regions producing AKR in 

narrow frequency bands of about 1kHz near the electron cyclotron frequency. Further support 

for this theory is found in discrete spectral structure of AKR obsenred by Gurnett et al. (1979) 

and Gurnett and Anderson ( 198 1 1. 

Most recently Wong et al. (1988. manuscript) have completed a study of the cyclotron 

maser instability. using electron energies less than 1 keV. They found that for second 

harmonics of X-mode it is not necessary to satissfy the relativistic doppler-shift cyclotron 

resonance conditions. Instead it can be satisfied for a broad range of ratios o C2 regardless of 
PJ e 

electron energy. Wong et al. also state that the fundamental X-mode exists when electron 

energies exceed a certain threshold (say 1 keVl whereas, the second harmonic X-mode can 

exist with any intensity of the fundamental X-mode as long as o e/ne c 0.2. This result 
P 

explains some of the observations in the present paper, where, AKR power is observed by the 

Hawkeye and ISEE- 1 satellites at times when aurora is either weak or absent over a major part 

of the simultaneously observed discrete auroral oval. Such cases in our paper are consistent 
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with second harmonic R-X mode generation in regions endowed with electrons of energies 

below 1 keV which may be associated with aurora below the threshold of DMSP 

spectrophotometers. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Observations of kilometric wavelength power from ISIS-1. Hawkeye and ISEE-1 

satellites were compared to the area of discrete aurora, estimated in about two thousand DMSP 

auroral images. First the ISIS- 1 measurements provided a low-altitude snapshot of the a u r o d  

oval with high quality auroral light quantification. This was combined with high altitude AKR 

power measurements to make possible comparisons between total auroral oval emitted spectral 

power and the radio wave power. Such measurements are useful in determining the emciency 

of AKR generation by auroral electrons. Second the Hawkeye data collected in regions high 

above the north pole were excellent for comparisons of total AKR power flu to the area of 

discrete aurora. It was found that the total power flux increased as the discrete auroral oval 

area increased. Finally the ISEE-1 AKR power data, collected high above the equator, after 

comparison with discrete auroral oval area, produced a result that was the same as that of 

Hawkeye's DMSP. This statistical result from the average stereoscopic viewing of the auroral 

acceleration regions (or AKR source regions) can be explained by assigning the following 

properties to the AKR source regions: 

1. they are shallow and their altitude depends on radio frequency, 

2. the power flwc emitted by them has an upper limit (a saturation limit) which is 

reached rapidly, 
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3. the transverse extent of the plasma cavities is small in comparison to the auroral 

oval latitudinal extent and the plasma cavities are distributed nearly uniformly 

Over the area of the discrete auroral oval. 

AttR frequently exhibits temporal variations in time scales greater than three minutes 

(the resolution of the averaged data used). These fluctuations, which were averaged out in the 

large statistical samples above, are explainable by slow quenching and fast onsets of the AKR 

generation mechanism. There is a sizeable set of data in which AKR was present while optical 

emission was absent as determined by DMSP auroral scanning spectrophotometers. This 

result is consistent with recent claims that second harmonic AKR is generated by low energy 

(several hundred eV) electrons. Such suprathemal electrons in our study should mirror high 

above the atmosphere to minimfie optical auroral emissions setting their power level below the 

threshold of DMSP spectrophotometers. The conclusions of this study are consistent with the 

predictions of the electron cyclotron maser mechanism and the actually observed spatial 

distributions of parallel potentials over the polar regions. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

-1 
Top panel shows the 391a data from the 7412160612UT pass. The clock dial is 

corrected geomagnetic latitude and corrected geomagnetic local time. the grey shade shows 

highest intensitlvities in white. A series of white triangles near the noon meridian indicate the 

100 lun projected satellite track. The large illuminated area below 74' on the noon side is due 

to scattered daylight. Bottom left panel shows the Q=1 statistical auroral oval in corrected 

geomagnetic coordinates of latitude and local time. Calculated boundaries of the 

instantaneous aurora are indicated by connected triangles on the poleward and equatorward 

side of the oval. Bottom right Cartesian plots show magnetic local time plots of the ratio of 

intensities of 5577A over 391d The bars indicate the standard error for the average ratio for 

emissions conflned between the instantaneous auroral boundaries. The lower Cartesian plot of 

intensity versus MLT shows the intensity in kR for the average 5577 and 391d along with the 

peak 391d intensity (Figure 1 is adapted from Murphree and Anger, 1980. Figures 2. 4 and 

51. 

2 
Time plot of Hawkeye AKR power flux for December 16, 1974 from 0613 to 0626 

UT. Power flux normalized to 7 earth radii distance with source at the earth's center. 

Fieurea 
Schematic view of noon-midnight meridional cross-sections of AI<R propagation 

regions with sources above the plasmasphere between 70' and 76' invariant latitude from 

Gallagher and Gurnett (1979). 

l 3 a a E A  
Top panel shows AKR electric field (dB) for four Merent frequencies as measured 

by an ISEE- 1 satellite on January 22, 1979. Bottom panel shows a projection of the ISEE orbit 

in the Y-2 plane of solar magnetic coordinates (SM). UT and SM latitude are also indicated in 

the plot. The three filled triangles indicate times of simultaneous obsewations of AKR (dashed 

vertical lines) in the top panel. The Werent dashed lines correspond to times of instantaneous 

snapshots of the aurora from DMSP satellites shown in succeeding figures. 



-5 
North hemisphere DMSP image (orbit 3781) on January 22, 1979 around 1258 UT. 

In the corrected geomagnetic latitude and local time, shown are discrete (black] and dHuse 

(stippled) aurorae. Bottom panel shows time plot of the AE index with vertical dashed lines 

corresponding to simultaneous obsemations of AKR power flux shown in Figure 4. 

Fieure6 
North hemisphere DMSP images for orbits 3782 and 12236 on January 22. 1979. 

around 1437 and 1425 UT. Discrete (black) and DBuse (stippled) aurorae are coincident with 

AKR obsemations in Figure 4. In these two images one sees changes of area of discrete aurora 

in times as short as 12 minutes. 

Fieure 2 
A sequence of DMSP images with relatively high temporal resolution involving 

delays of 4, 7, and 11 minutes. In going from DMSP orbit 12238 at 1750 UT to 8454 at 1754 

UT and to 3784 at 1801 UT we see very small area of discrete aurora growing into arcs and 

finally into a westward traveling surge. Simultaneous AKR measurements are shown in Figure 

4. It is interesting to note that the highest frequencies lead the lowest frequencies in 

succession as the discrete auroral area increases. 

F%?uE &A 

Simultaneous ISEE-1 AKR power flux nomalized to 7% and DMSP active aurora 

Top (bottom) row 

L e k  middle, and right columns 

andP7i  10-18Wm-2Hz-1, respectively. 

observatlons plotted in ISEE radial distance versus ISEE S M  latitude. 

corresponds to 300 kHz (178 kHz) AKR, respectively. 

correspondtopowerfluxesP7z f l4 .  10-15>P - 7 -  > 

EulraSh 
The same as Figure 8a except for moderate aurora. 

Fieurek 
The same as Figure 8a except for frequencies 100 and 50 kHz. 



Fieurea 
The same as Figure 8a except for moderate aurora and frequencies 100 and 50 

kH2. 

FieureQ 
Frequency distribution of the number of DMSP images versus instantaneous ISEE 

AKR power fluxes. The simultaneous events are separated into bins by AJSR angular frequency 

and by auroral activity. At the lowest power fluxes there are more moderate auroral images 

than active, for all AKR frequencies. At the highest power fluxes there are more active auroral 

images than moderate. At intermediate power fluxes there are more active auroral images than 

moderate, with the 100 kHz frequency category having the largest Merence between numbers 

of active and moderate auroral images. 

Fieure 10 

Simultaneous 3 min. average AKR power flux measurements from Hawkeye (dots in 

upper panels) and all-sky camera photographs taken every minute near local midnight in the 

auroral zone by the AFGL flying observatory (strips below AKR plots). Data covers a 2 hour 

intexval from 0900-1 100 UT on January 10, 1975. 

m d E 1 L  

North hemisphere DMSP image (orbit 3816) along with coincidental HAWKEYE AKR 
power flux normallzed 7%. and AE index. Labels in the image refer to the 2200 and 2400 

corrected geomagnetic local time (CGLT) meridians and the 70' to 80' circles of constant 

corrected geomagnetic latitude (CGLAT). The vertical time scale at the left glves the universal 

time (HHMM) of the dawn-dusk scans recorded in the image on the right. Bars indicating the 

Hawkeye AKR power flux are plotted at the midpoint of the 3 min. averaging interval. Inset 

showing the AE index versus UT is marked with a vertical line at the approximate DMSP image 

universal time. 

FieureJ.2 
DMSP orbit 6784 on August 12, 1974. Figure 12 is similar to Figure 11 except for 

active aurora. 



.i94aKCu 
DMSP orbit on September 12, 1974. Figure 13 is similar to Figure 11 except for 

active aurora. 

Figure 14 

A scatter plot of Hawkeye AKR power fluxes versus DMSP auroral activity for a 

large sample of simultaneous observations. Several cases of AKR observations above lO-I7W- 

m-2- Hz-l power flux occurred at times of no auroral activity within the viewing regions of 

DMSP. The largest number of points per decade of power flux belongs to the M category. 

Ffeureu 
The maxjmum power flux points versus auroral activity from Figure 14. A trend. 

from low to high power flux values is apparent as auroral activity strengthens from N to A. A 

decompressed scale would show an exponential increase of maximum power versus latitudinal 

width of an east/west widely pread discrete aurora. 

Figure 16 

Approximately one thousand DMSP images correlated with Hawkeye AKR power 

flux. The distribution of number of images versus power flux in three separate area categories 

(small, medium and large) are shown. The largest number of images in the lowest power flux 

decade appeared in the small area category. In contrast the fewest images in the lowest power 

decade occurred in the large area Category. This relationship is inverted in the power flux 

decade from to lo-'% m-2Hz-1. The medium discrete auroral area category is nearly 

trimoidal consisting of events like those in small area, large area, as well as a third peak in the 

decade lo-'* to 10-17W-m-2-Hz-1 characteristic of the medium area discrete aurora. These 

distrfbutions show clearly a dependence of AKR power flux on area of discrete aurora. 
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